WONT INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENTS

STOP WASTING MONEY
INSTALL HYDRAULIC LIFTS

CORPORATE PROFILE

Wont Industrial Equipments

was

incoroprated in the year 2006 with the sole

highest quality

generation II hydraulic systems in India. The

technical directors and the team have

over 10 years of experience in the field of

motto of

installing

hydraulics.

Pioneering the field of hydraulic systems over the years, We have designed, installed and
commissioned the heaviest and safest systems till date, ranging from 250 kgs to 10 tons weight
carrying capacity.

The researching and designing aspect of the company has been centered on saving the maximum
operating cost, immensely increasing the utility of floors, risk free and accident free vertical
operation at lowest maintenance cost over the years, and customizing for the sites where no other
systems can be fitted.

SAVES THE MAXIMUM OPERATING COST

PROFILE
StopCORPORATE
wasting money

SLASH OPERATING COST
BY OUR HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS

Our enhanced quality management and

after sales service has been a major factor in our

association with big corporate’s and industries of India. We have a very long and prestigious
client list and feel very proud of our achievements.

Since long many people think that installing a lift is very expensive and only rich persons can
afford it but in reality our precise designing and enhanced value based operations have
made this as the cheapest available generation II vertical hydraulic systems.

ENHANCED QUALITY MANAGEMENT

REASONS TO BUY OUR SYSTEM

Ý
We are one of the Leading Suppliers of hydraulic systems in India.
Ý
We have got many prestigious clients and long list of satisfied customers.

Ý
Till now we have installed more then 400 hydraulic systems all over India.
Ý
We have installed systems in Ahmedabad, Surat, Baroda, Rajkot, Godhra, Silvasa,
Dadra Nagar, Daman, Boisar, Bhiwandi, Bombay, Pune, Tarapur, Nagpur, Hyderabad,
Bangalore, Cochin, Delhi, Jaipur, Mathura, Jodhpur, Pali and many other cities.
We are one of those rare companies in the field of vertical transportation that indigenously
Ý
All the parts and components as per customer's site requirements.
We constantly compete with our own self so that we can provide you with the best value
Ý
added and superior generation II hydraulic systems.

CAN BE DESIGNED AS PER REQUIREMENT

VARIOUS APPLICATIONS
Install at any Place :
Our system is ideally suited in all those building where there is no provision for
erection for the lift. It can be easily erected on a fabricated structure also as the
complete load is on the cylinder which is just beneath the platform. There is no
requirement of load bearing walls or lift shaft for the erection of the our systems.

Ý
Flame Proof:
Wherever flameproof vertical transportation is required our hydraulic systems
are the best bet, as the operating unit, which is called the power pack, having a
motor and electrical valves can be easily kept anywhere outside the
inflammable area. The operating switches and wiring can be easily done with
flameproof gadgets.

Ý
Plastic Industries:
A must for plastic moulding industries as it can carry heavy to very heavy
moulds.

BARE MINIMUM CHANCE OF ACCIDENT

VARIOUS APPLICATIONS
Ý
Chemical Industries:
Hydraulic lift is the only system that can work nonstop in very highly
corrosive environment of chemical industries. Since there are no wire ropes in
this system, there can never be any chance of accident or lift falling down. The
system works on a piston rod which is hard chrome plated.

Ý
Car showrooms:
Hydraulic lift is ideally suited for car showrooms and car parking as it has
immense load carrying capabilities and it can have multiple entries. Specially
for those buildings where after lifting the car there is no space for turning it, the
system can also be design with a turn table top for rotating the car on the lift.

LOWEST MAINTENANCE COST

SPECIALITIES OF HYDRAULIC LIFT

No RCC over head machine room is required.

Hardly any scope of accidents in our specially designed hydraulic lifts.

ARD - Auto Rescue Device is available at very negligible cost.

No lift shaft is required so its saves a lot of construction.

More than 50% power saving in operating cost.

Negligible maintenance as there is no operating gear box or machine.

Hardly ever breaks down resulting in saving a lot of man power.
Hydraulic systems can be easily installed.
Can easily carry weights of 250 kgs to 25 tons from 0 levels to 100 ft.

You can have multiple entries on 2 and even 3 sides.
.

NO LIFT SHAFT IS REQUIRED

HYDRAULIC GOODS LIFTS

PIONEERS IN THE FIELD OF HYDRAULIC LIFT

HYDRAULIC CAR LIFTS

IDEALLY SUITED FOR CAR SHOWROOMS & MULTI-LEVEL CAR PARKING.
Ý
Can be designed for corporate offices/high rise buildings, basement car parking.
Ý
Can be designed to carry up to 2 cars at time.

CAN BE DESIGNED FOR OPPOSITE AND RIGHT ANGLE ENTRY
Ý
Can be made in various shapes and sizes to accommodate even the biggest of
the cars.

Ý
A must for buildings in metros where due to space restraint car parking is a
very big problem.

REVOLVING PLATFORM CAN ALSO BE DESIGNED

ELEVATOR CONTROLLER

Micro processor based controller.
Ý
Open logic parameters set according to site requirement.
Ý

Ý
Auto rescue device enabled.

Control Panel is designed and manufactured in house.
Ý
Self assessment of problems displayed on screen.
Ý
Highest safety features for traveling.
Ý
Automatic re-leveling.
Ý

Ý
Built-in VVVF type for smooth start and stops.
Ý
Auto shut down in case of over shooting.

